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a b s t r a c t 

Implementing cloud computing empowers numerous paths for Web-based service offer- 

ings to meet diverse needs. However, the data security and privacy has become a critical

issue that restricts many cloud applications. One of the major concerns in security and

privacy is caused by the fact that cloud operators have chances to reach the sensitive data.

This concern dramatically increases users’ anxiety and reduces the adoptability of cloud

computing in many fields, such as the financial industry and governmental agencies. This

paper focuses on this issue and proposes an intelligent cryptography approach, by which

the cloud service operators cannot directly reach partial data. The proposed approach di- 

vides the file and separately stores the data in the distributed cloud servers. An alterna- 

tive approach is designed to determine whether the data packets need a split in order to

shorten the operation time. The proposed scheme is entitled Security-Aware Efficient Dis- 

tributed Storage (SA-EDS) model, which is mainly supported by our proposed algorithms,

including Alternative Data Distribution (AD2) Algorithm , Secure Efficient Data Distributions

(SED2) Algorithm and Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) Algorithm . Our experimental evalua- 

tions have assessed both security and efficiency performances and the experimental results

depict that our approach can effectively defend main threats from clouds and requires with

an acceptable computation time.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction

As one of the significant technologies used in cloud computing, the distributed storage has enabled the mass remote data

storage via Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS) service model. This cloud service model has broadly become an acceptable approach

in big data along with the development of Web services and networks [9,20] . Many cloud vendors have given attractive

storage service offerings that provide giant and scalable cloud-based storage spaces for users, such as Amazon, Dropbox,

Google Drive, and Microsoft’s OneDrive [14,19,28] . However, the security issue caused by the operations on cloud side is
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Fig. 1. The architecture of the proposed SA-EDS model.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

still an obstacle of using STaaS for enterprises [2,11,13,15,55] . Many cloud users concern about their sensitive data to which

the cloud operators have the access [17,54] . This matter embarrasses contemporary implementations of STaaS, even though

many prior researches have addressed this field [26,32,40,43] . 

Moreover, Mass Distributed Storage (MDS) has been explored to scale up the data storage size in recent years [23,47] .

The high level performances of the scalable computation are considered benefits of implementing MDS. One aspect that

needs improvements is to secure distributed data storage [4] , in which the threats come from a variety of sides. The dis-

tributed storage manner can result in more chances of malicious attacks or abuse activities [5,21] , such as attack during data

transmissions. Currently, the unexpected operations can also occur at the cloud server side, which are mainly constrained

by laws and regulations. Meanwhile, it is difficult to balance functionality and security performances due to cost concerns

[50] . Therefore, it is a challenging issue to efficiently secure distributed data in cloud systems, since the risks deriving from

different network layers are hardly fully addressed [25,44] . 

This paper concentrates on the problem of cloud operators abuse issues and attempts to avoid cloud users’ data release

from cloud servers. We propose an intelligent cryptography approach, named Security-Aware Efficient Distributed Storage (SA-

EDS) model that is designed to obtain an efficient MDS service, as well as high level security protections. Our proposed

mechanism aims to encrypt all data and distributively store the data to the different cloud servers without causing big

overheads and latency. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of SA-EDS model. 

As shown in Fig. 1 , user’s data are assessed by an alternative process in which searchable named-data-packets techniques

are applied. The solid arrow lines represent the data splits and storage operations. The broken arrow lines represent the

operational directions of the data retrievals. Normal data will be assigned to a single cloud server. Meanwhile, the data with

sensitive information are split into two parts that are assigned to two cloud servers, Cloud A and Cloud B. This process is

mainly supported by our proposed algorithm, Alternative Data Distribution (AD2) algorithm. Moreover, splitting data process

is accomplished by the main algorithm, Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) Algorithm , which is designed to spilt data

in order to prevent sensitive information from leaking on the cloud side using minimum costs. The sensitive data retrieval

needs a decryption process that is supported by our proposed algorithm, Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) algorithm. 

The significance of the proposed mechanism is that we provide an adaptable approach for those enterprises that intend

to use STaaS but require a high level data storage security, such as the financial service industry. The main problem solved

by our proposed scheme is preventing cloud providers from directly reaching users’ original data. The main contributions of

this paper are twofold: 

• We propose a novel cryptography approach for delivering mass distributed storage by which users’ original data cannot

be directly reached by cloud operators. The proposed method is an effectual cryptography means for defending malicious

activities occurred on the cloud server.

• We propose an efficient data split mechanism that does not produce big overheads, as well as ensures data retrievability.

The remainder of this paper follows the structure given below. Recent related work is reviewed and summarized in

Section 2 . In addition, we represent a motivational example to exemplify the execution process in Section 3 . Furthermore,

the proposed model and the key concepts used in the model are given in Section 4 . Next, Section 5 interprets the main

algorithms by pseudo codes and algorithm descriptions. Moreover, we evaluate our proposed model in Section 6 via exper-

imental demonstrations. Finally, Section 7 gives our conclusions. 

2. Related work

This section reviews recent research achievements in cloud security issues, which supports the representation of our

research background and the theoretical foundation. We addressed two aspects, including current security issues in cloud
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computing and main active techniques of distributed cloud storage, as well as its challenges. The first aspect explains the

main security threats in cloud data storage. The other aspect shows the limitations of current data storage techniques, which

also proves the demand of our proposed research. 

2.1. Security issues in cloud storage 

Security issues have penetrated into most layers of cloud computing, from networks to system managements [46] . Many

security issues in networks and data storage are also applicable to cloud computing due to the interconnections between

technical applications, such as using Virtual Machine (VM). Prior researches explored the security problems and solutions in

multiple perspectives. 

First, the data management security is an aspect of securing data in cloud computing, which often focus on encryption

preparations or data classifications for the purpose of the security [34,39] . Some approaches have been developed to ensure

the secure query processing for Resource Description Framework (RDF), such as using eXtensible Access Control Markup Lan-

guage (XACML) management policy [8] . Moreover, a selective data encryption is considered a way of reducing computing

cost while protecting data in clouds. For example, classifying data in diverse ranks using searchable encryption is an ap-

proach for users to alter whether the data need to be encrypted [7,22] . However, most current data management methods

assume that the cloud operators do not abuse the data or have limited access to the data. There is a possibility of retrieving

information even though the data are encrypted on the cloud side, in some situations. 

Next, monitoring and protecting data storage is another dimension in securing cloud data, which considers the data

processing or operations occurred in the clouds. It implies that the cloud operators’ behaviors are examined or inspected.

One of the approaches is using Attributed-Based Encryption (ABE) to secure the privacy information when the data are shared

among multiple clouds [31,42] . However, restricting cloud operators’ access scale can also result in other problems, such as

data integration and data intactness [18,38] . Risks of data damage or operation failure rate will be increased if the cloud

service providers are fully blocked [11,24,48] . 

Therefore, from the perspective of data storage, the contradictions between the privacy protection and data processing

are difficult to be solved. Most current solutions are trying the balance the trade-off of these two aspects for reducing the

total system costs, even though finding out a solution to fitting in most storage scenarios is hard [35] . 

2.2. Mass Distributed Storage (MDS) 

As one of the main techniques used in cloud computing, MDS is used to deal with big data storage in cloud systems [56] .

Besides the security issues, a few concerns of using this technique include storage availability, reliability, and accessibility.

System integrations become complicated when the size of the data turns into great [10,30] . The concerns of using MSD are

usually aligned with security affairs [32,57] . In the particular perspective of cloud-based MDS, a number of main obstacles

and explorations are summarized as follows: 

First, data synchronizations are facing a great challenge due to the restrictions of computing resources. It is reasonable to

receive an efficient synchronizations for a smaller sized users when deploying big data. However, the computing resources

face dramatical pressure when the amount of big data users is massive. Recent researches have addressed this problem. For

example, an approach [45] was proposed to leverage the notion of local synchronization into asynchronous spiking neural P

systems. This approach was designed to optimize the computation power for distributed parallel computing devices. 

Moreover, considering the applications in practice, many prior researches explored the implementations of cloud big data

storage techniques for improving business processes. One attempt was tracing production processes by using mobile and

agent-based computing [12] . Some other researches focuses on the information protections, such as access control mecha-

nisms and trust management [53] . For instance, an approach was proposed to secure instant community data access using

trust level classification methodologies [52] . This scheme was effective when users identified the trust communication con-

figurations for Instant Social Networking (ISN), which can be supported by the reputation assessments [51] . Another recent

research proposed an intercrossed access control scheme for securing multimedia big dat in cloud computing, which used

ontology-based authentication classifications [33] . However, these researches mainly focused on securing data transmissions

and authentications. The approaches do not have much control when data are stored on the cloud-side. 

In addition, it is desired to protect data on cloud servers by using encryption-oriented approaches. Previous researches

have also addressed this field, such as Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) [41] and ABE. Despite this type of secure mecha-

nisms can effectively protect data from the target attackers, such as external malicious actions and internal improper opera-

tions; nonetheless, the efficiency of the data processing can be negative impacted due to the additional computations [3,16] .

Some operations cannot even accomplished because of the technical obstacles, such as noises in FHE [6] . 

In summary, most current active approaches solving the data abuse on cloud-side have two alternatives. The first com-

mon approach is using regulatory compliance mechanisms to restrict employees’ behaviors [27,36] . This type of paradigm

is not well controlled by technical methods. The other method is preventing data from information leakage by encryptions,

such as FHE and ABE. But this type of data security cannot satisfy most current industrial demands due to the lowered

operation efficiency level and unsolved problems inside the solutions. Our proposed scheme is an attempt that is designed

for big data-related applications in which required a higher-level security. A formed distributed storage manner can enable

the data to be secured in cloud severs, even though the cloud operators have the access to the data. 
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Fig. 2. Motivational example: the main phases of the given example using the proposed scheme.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Motivational example

In this section, a motivation example explains the crucial part of the proposed model, which is securing data packets

with sensitive information. The process consists of splitting data packets and data packets retrievals. This scenario takes

place in the financial industry, in which users’ sensitive information needs to be highly protected on the cloud side. Assume

that there are two remote cloud storage servers, A and B . There is an input data D that is 0100 1010 0101 1110 . Our goal

is to distributively store data D to cloud server A and B and ensure cloud operators at A and B cannot directly touch the

data. The storage process also needs to satisfy both high security and low latency requirements. Fig. 2 illustrates the main

procedures of implementing our model. 

The model has two main phases, which are Before Sent to Cloud Phase and Retrieve Data From Cloud Phase . As shown in

Fig. 2 , before the data were sent to remote cloud servers, we spilt the data into two components, C and R, represented as

D → 〈 C , R 〉 . We randomly generate the component C as 0 0 01 0110 0 0 01 0 010 so that the other component R can be gained

by D-C = 0011 0100 0100 1100 . The original input data D = C + R. Next, randomly generate a Key valued as 0100 and use

the key to do XOR operators with both C and R. The process can be represented as α= C XOR key and β = R XOR Key . The

values of α and β are 0 0 01 0110 0 0 01 0110 and 0011 0100 0100 10 0 0 . After this calculation, we send out these two data to

Cloud A and B, separately. 

Using this approach can perfectly spilt the original data into two parts, from which the information carried by the data

cannot be obtained on two cloud servers. From the perspective of attackers or abuse operators, it is almost impossible to

guess both data components and key values. 

Moreover, when user needs to retrieve their data from cloud servers, the service request can be accomplished by finishing

Retrieve Data From Cloud Phase , as shown in Fig. 2 . There are a few steps to finish this phase. First, gain data from both Cloud

A and B and use the key to do XOR operations to them. We obtain two data from this step, which are 0 0 01 0110 0 0 01 0 010

and 0011 0100 0100 1100 . Next, we sum up these two data and obtain 0100 1010 0101 1010 . Then do a XOR operation to this

data and obtain the original data 0100 1010 0101 1110 . 
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This scheme can effectively protect users’ data, since the Key value is randomly generated and any split data do not carry

any content information. Adversaries cannot gain sensitive information even though they touch the data. Section 4 defines

the threat model and describes the procedure of the proposed model. 

4. Concepts and the proposed model

4.1. Problem formulations 

We implement our model aligning with the architecture shown in Fig. 1 . The input data are partitioned into functional

units before they are stored. Our approach is designed to divide the sensitive data into two encrypted parts for distributed

cloud storage. The main problem addressed by SA-EDS is to avoid cloud providers’ employees from reaching data without

reducing the efficiency performance. We define the main problem addressed as a Security Improvement Problem in Distributed

Storage (SIPDS) that is described as follows: 

Definition 1Security Improvement Problem in Distributed Storage (SIPDS) . Given the initial input data and storage cloud

servers. The target problem is to find out a solution that can successfully store in the cloud servers and ensure the data

cannot be reached by cloud operators without greatly increasing execution time. 

The inputs include the initial data that consist of a string of data packets with sensitive information. The outputs are two

separate data packets that will be transmitted to different cloud storage servers. The new generated data packets need to

perfectly hide the sensitive information so that the cloud operators cannot read the information, even though they have the

access to the data. A low level execution time of the data conversion is required. 

4.2. Security-Aware Efficient Distributed Storage (SA-EDS) model 

Our proposed SA-EDS model mainly consists of two components, namely Deterministic Process (DP) and Data Distributed

Storage Process (D2SP). The first component is designed to determine whether the input data packets demand a high level

security guarantee. The other component is used to protect data from the unexpected activities that are caused by cloud-

side employees. It is a core part of our proposed model. The subsections below provide detailed explanations about these

two components. 

4.2.1. Deterministic Process (DP) 

The DP operations determine whether the data packets will be distributively stored in different cloud servers. The dis-

tributed data storage will be applied to those data containing sensitive information. Our proposed model only executes XOR

operations. The whole scheme to operate DP is as follows: 

• Setup The input data are searchable named-data-packets that are alternative friendly, by which the security level can

be determined by the named label. The search named-data-packets mean the data packets are named by labels for

the purpose of search. Data owners or cloud service providers configure a pool consisting of the name labels that are

associated to those data packets with a high security requirement.

• Deterministic Alternative When the named-data-packet contains a name label that belongs to the PNL, the proposed model

carry out D2SP operations. Otherwise, the model operates XOR to the data packets and sends the encrypted data packets

to the cloud servers.

• Data Retrieval Two types of data retrieval are required in our model. The first type is designed for the sensitive data

retrieval, which uses EDCon algorithm ( Algorithm 3 ). The other type is for normal data retrieval, which requires an XOR

operation to the data packets.

The purpose of conducting DP in the proposed model is to reduce the costs of the computing resource and computation

workloads. 

4.2.2. Data Distributed Storage Process (D2SP) 

Fig. 3 represents a high level workflow structure of D2SP in the proposed SA-EDS model. The figure illustrates the prin-

ciple mechanism of our paradigm. As mentioned in Section 3 , there are mainly two phases in the model, which are aligned

with the middle and the left boxes in the figure. These two phases form two crucial procedures during the data transmis-

sions. One is processing data in order to partition the input data strings into two separate data strings. The other one is

used to merge the data to obtain the original data. 

At the Before Sent to Cloud Phase , we partition the input data D into two separate components. As shown in the figure,

there are two encrypted components, A and B. This process is accomplished in a few steps. First, we generate a random

parameter data C and use it to produce new data packets by operating D-C. Second, we use a random key held by users to

operate XOR to both C and R. This key needs to stored in a special register at user side. Finally, both encrypted data packets

were sent to separate cloud servers. 
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Fig. 3. High level workflow structure of splitting data packets in the Data Distributed Storage Process (D2SP) within SA-EDS model.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Furthermore, at the Retrieve Data From Cloud Phase , data users need to receive data packets from both cloud providers.

Attaining the original data needs a series of operations after the data packets are received from cloud sides. First, the cor-

responding data packets need to be summed up to produce the new data string. Next, users will use the key to do two

actions followed by the below order, XOR operation to the new data string and add the Key data value after. The original

data will be gained after this procedure is finished. 

4.3. Threat models 

The cloud server usually plays a trustable role in cloud service deployment models, such that many cloud service model

designers assume that the operators on the cloud-side are secure. However, many risks are caused by the unexpected be-

haviors made by cloud operators rather than the malicious attacks. In many situations, it turns into a morality issue instead

of a technical problem, since cloud employees usually need the access to the data for the purpose of the data governance

even though the activities are restricted by the regulations. Meanwhile, data are not secure although encryptions are ap-

plied. The information can be released in a great chance when the malicious operations are given. Therefore, we consider

that the main threats came from cloud operators and define two threat models, based on the current cloud practices [7] . 

1. Anti-Regulatory Compliance Threat (ARCT) Model We assume that the cloud-side employees have the intention to access

to the data without following the regulations in this model. Cloud employees have the access to the server and know

the key to the data encryption.

2. Malicious Access Threat (MAT) Model Knowing Information Background We assume that the cloud-side operators intend

to have the malicious access to the data and gain the information in this model. Cloud operators have the background

knowledge about the data stored in the cloud server. The operators can have a guess about the information even though

the data are encrypted, such that the information can be retrieved when the encryption security level is not high.

These two threat models can be formulated by the following Definition 2 .

Definition 2Anti-Regulatory Compliance Threat Model:. ∃ a key K to decrypt a data packet D on the cloud, as K → D .

Assume that cloud operators use K to access to D without permissions from the data owner. 

4.4. Design goals 

Our proposed system aims to simultaneously achieve a few targeted performances as follows, which can guarantee the

data security required by particular data users, such as financial practitioners or auditing professionals: 

• Preventing threats from internal threats: We aim to achieve a higher-level security data storage splitting data into diverse

cloud servers, in which internal threats can neither abuse the data nor retrieve the information from the stored data on

the server.

• Data protection against external threats: The proposed system will protect data from the attacks issued by the external

adversaries. Data need to be encrypted during the transmission process.

• High efficiency data processing: Our system will also avoid high communication and computation overhead in order to

lower down the latency.

Our experiments evaluated these design goals in Section 6 . The succeeding section describes the main algorithms used

in our proposed model. 
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5. Algorithms

In this section, we give descriptions of our proposed algorithms. Three main algorithms support our security model,

which includes Alternative Data Distribution (AD2), Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) and Efficient Data Conflation (ED-

Con) algorithms. The sections below explain the detailed mechanism of the algorithms, respectively. 

5.1. Alternative Data Distribution (AD2) algorithm 

AD2 algorithm is designed to determine whether the data packet needs to be split and stored in distributed cloud servers.

AD2 is a parallelizable algorithm that can be compatible with big data framework, such as Hadoop MapReduce. For example,

the data packets with sensitive information can be distinguished by using fuzzy keyword searching techniques. The mech-

anism of splitting data is grouping the named-data-packets by the name labels. The inputs include the Named-Data-Packets

(NDP), { D ( N )}, and the Pre-stored Name List (PNL). We define the PBL as the configured list that shows those data packets

that contain sensitive information and are required to be highly protected. The NDP needs a split operation if its name is

included in the list. The output of this algorithm is a Data Packet (D) that will execute the data segregation. 

For the NDP, the data can be either plain texts or cipher texts but the requirement is the data are searchable by using

named label. Prior researches [29,49] had provided a few options for searchable encryptions such that the named labels can

be used as the deterministic references for splitting data. Each NDP has one or a few name labels { L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L n } . We config-

ure that PNL consists of a set of searchable labels, { N 1 , N 2 , . . . , N n } , which is associated with those data packets containing

sensitive information. 

Pseudo codes of AD2 algorithm are shown in Algorithm 1 . We describe the main steps of Algorithm 1 in the following

statement: 

1. Input the searchable named-data-packets that are searchable and PNL.

2. For all named-data-packets, we search each data packet and see whether there is a name label that matches searchable

labels in PNL.

3. If a match is found, execute SED2 algorithm by which the data packets are split into two parts and stored in distributed

cloud servers. In this process, the split data packets include α and β .

4. Otherwise, execute an XOR operation to the data packet and generate an encrypted data packet D xor .

5. Output the encrypted data packets, including D xor , α, and β .

Algorithm 1 Alternative Data Distribution (AD2) algorithm. 

Require: NDP , PNL 

Ensure: D xor , α, β

1: Input NDP , PNL 

2: for ∀ NDP do 

3: for each data packet do 

4: if ∃ a L i ∈ P NL then

5: Execute SED2 Algorithm /* Algorithm 2 */ 

6: Generate α and β
7: else 

8: Do XOR operation to the data packet 

9: /*Do XOR operation before the data packet is sent out*/ 

10: Generate D xor 

11: end if 

12: end for 

13: Obtain the values of D 

14: end for 

15: Output D xor 

5.2. Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) algorithm 

SED2 Algorithm is designed to accomplish the data processing before they are transmitted to the cloud side. This algo-

rithm is aligned with the procedure Before Sent to Cloud Phase in Fig. 3 . The inputs of this algorithm include the Data Packet

(D), a random split binary parameter C . The outputs include two separate encrypted data α and β . 

Executing SED2 algorithm can competently defend the threat models mentioned in Section 4.3 . In ARCT threat model,

assume that cloud employees have the Key and can access to the data on the server. This condition is not sufficient for

cloud employees to obtain information from the data, since all that the employees obtain is the partial data. The other
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partial data are stored in some other places where the cloud employees do not have the access. Partial data do not contain

any information since the original data will not be obtained until two parts are operated together. Moreover, in MAT threat

model, the adversaries have background information about the data and intend to abuse the data. However, the adversaries

will encounter the same problem as attackers in ARCT model. No information will be released since adversaries can only

steel data from the server to which they have the access. Therefore, our proposed scheme can effectively defend both threat

models in the theoretical perspective. Pseudo codes of SED2 algorithm is given in Algorithm 2 . 

Algorithm 2 Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) algorithm. 

Require: D, C 

Ensure: α, β

1: Input D, C 

2: Initialize R ← 0 , α ← 0 , β ← 0 

3: /* C is a random binary that is shorter than D */ 

4: Randomly generate a key K

5: for ∀ input data packets do 

6: if D 
 = C && C 
 = 0 then 

7: DO R ← D − C

8: α ← C 
⊕ 

K

9: β ← R 
⊕ 

K 

10: end if 

11: end for 

12: Output α, β

The main steps of Algorithm 2 are given as follows: 

1. Input data packet D and C. Data C needs to be a non-empty set that is shorter than D. C should not be as same as D.

Create and initialize a few dataset, R, α, and β; assign 0 value to each of them.

2. Randomly generate a key K that is stored at the user’s special register for the purpose of encryption and decryption. This

is the crucial part for protecting privacy before the data are sent out.

3. We calculate the value of R by (D-C), then execute two XOR operations to obtain the data value stored in the clouds.

The data in the remote storage are denoted to α and β . We use the following formulas to obtain α and β: α = C 
⊕

K;

β = R 
⊕ 

K.

4. Output α and β and separately store them in the different cloud servers.

5.3. Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) algorithm 

EDCon algorithm is designed to enable users to obtain the information by converging two data components from dis-

tributed cloud servers. The corresponding phase shown in Fig. 3 is Retrieve Data From Cloud Phase . Inputs of this algorithm

include two data components from cloud servers, α, β , and K . Output is user’s original data D . Algorithm 3 shows the

pseudo codes of SED2. 

Algorithm 3 Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) algorithm. 

Require: α, β , K 

Ensure: D 

1: Input α, β , K 

2: Initialize γ ← 0 , γ ′ ← 0 , D ← 0

3: /* User receives α, β from separate cloud servers*/ 

4: γ ← α
⊕

K

5: γ ′ ← β
⊕ 

K

6: D ← γ + γ ′
7: Output D 

Main phases of Algorithm 3 are explained as follows: 

1. Input the data, α and β , that are acquired from different cloud servers. The user obtains the key K from the special

register. Initialize a few dataset γ , γ ′ , and D for the operation needs.

2. Execute the XOR operation to both α and β by using K . Assign the value to γ and γ ’, respectively. γ ← α
⊕ 

K, γ ′ ←
α

⊕
K

3. Sum up γ and γ ′ and assign the summation to D , as D = γ + γ ′ .
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Fig. 4. Comparison on the execution time between EDS and AES under setting 1-1 and 1–2.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Output D that is the original data.

The next section represents our experimental evaluations and the results.

6. Experiment and the results

We represented our experimental configurations and partial experimental results in this section. The experimental design

focused on the adoption of the proposed model in the perspective of the execution time. The evaluations also considered

the comparisons with current active cryptography method. 

6.1. Experimental configuration 

There were two assessment dimensions in our experiment. The first dimensions was evaluating execution time differ-

ences between EDS and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1,37] that is a broadly accepted symmetric encryption algo-

rithm. we demonstrated that our proposed scheme had an advantage in reducing execution time. The other dimension was

assessing whether the execution time of the proposed scheme was impacted on the data size, which was considered an

important aspect in wireless communications. 

The experimental environment was configured as following. We simulated the cloud environment via our simulator that

was designed and developed for the experiment. The hardware setting used in our experiment was an HP server with 8-core

CPU, 8 GB memory, and Mango DB. We installed a VMWare workstation and a Ubuntu 15.04 LTS Server on the side of the

VMWare workstation. 

In order to evaluate the expected performance dimensions, we evaluated the proposed model by assessing its execution

time while different input data sizes were operated. Based on this configuration, we showed partial experimental settings

as follows: 

1. Setting 1: evaluations based on the data required to be encrypted. The assessment was processed by different input data

sizes, as follows: Setting 1-1: 1 KB, Setting 1–2: 1 MB, Setting 1–3: 10 MB, Setting 1–4: 50 MB, Setting 1–5: 250 MB,

Setting 1–6: 500 MB.

2. Setting 2: evaluations based on the data retrieved from cloud servers. The assessment was processed by different retrieval

data sizes, as follows: Setting 2-1: 1 KB, Setting 2-2: 1 MB, Setting 2–3: 10 MB, Setting 2–4: 50 MB, Setting 2–5:

250 MB, Setting 2–6: 500 MB.

6.2. Experimental results 

This section displayed a few experimental results made in our performance evaluations. 

Figs. 4 and 5 illustrated a comparison of the execution time between EDS and AES. We used the same sized input data

and examined the encryption time consumptions. The figure showed some results that were generated under setting 1-1

and 1–2. According to the lines shown in Figs. 4 and 5 , our proposed scheme had a shorter execution time than AES under

both displayed settings. The decryption time required a longer time period under both settings. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison on the execution time between EDS and AES under setting 1–3 and 1–4.

Fig. 6. Comparisons between data sent out and data retrieval under Setting 5 and 6.

Fig. 7. Comparisons between EDCon and AES decryption under setting 2–3 and 2–4.
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Fig. 8. Comparisons of the encryption execution time between SED2 (before document is sent out) and AES using settings 1-1, 1–2, 1–3, 1–4, 1–5, and

1–6.

Fig. 9. Comparisons of the data retrieval execution time between EDCon and AES using settings 2-1, 2-2, 2–3, 2–4, 2–5, and 2–6. Document is gained from

the cloud server.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meanwhile, we also assessed the calculating performance differences given by encryptions and decryptions. Fig. 6 repre-

sented execution time differences between the encryption and decryption when the data sizes were varied. The horizontal

axis represents the amount of the evaluations. The figure showed that the data that needed decryptions were impacted by

the data size. The execution time became longer when the data size increased. 

Furthermore, Fig. 7 illustrates comparisons of the execution time between EDCon and AES decryption under setting 2–3

and 2–4. The execution time length of our proposed approach is slightly longer than AES. 

Moreover, Fig. 8 represented the encryption execution time differences for both SED2 and AES while the data sizes were

varied. The experimental evaluations were under settings 1-1, 1–2, 1–3, 1–4, 1–5, and 1–6. We simulated the data encryp-

tion processes before the data were sent to cloud-side servers. As displayed in the figure, the encryption execution time

consumptions were were associated with the data sizes. Our proposed scheme consumed less computation time than AES. 
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In addition, Fig. 9 showed a comparison of the data retrieval processing time while the data sizes were different. The

decryption time consumptions had a similar situation to the data encryption. The data processing time had a positive rela-

tionship with the data sizes. Our proposed approach needed a shorter processing time than AES when the examined settings

were applied. 

7. Conclusions

This paper focused on the problem of the cloud data storage and aimed to provide an approach that could avoid the

cloud operators reaching user’ sensitive data. Addressing this goal, we proposed a novel approach entitled as Security-Aware

Efficient Distributed Storage (SA-EDS) model. In this model, we used our proposed algorithms, including Alternative Data Dis-

tribution (AD2), Secure Efficient Data Distributions (SED2) and Efficient Data Conflation (EDCon) algorithms. Our experimental

evaluations had proved that our proposed scheme could effectively defend major threats from cloud-side. The computation

time was shorter than current active approaches. Future work would address securing data duplications in order to increase

the level of data availability since any of datacenter’s down will cause the failure of data retrievals. 
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